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About Planning Democracy - Speech by the Hon. Kelvin Thomson to Protectors of Public Lands AGM 19 November 2022


Mon, 2023-01-02 01:06 by Kelvin Thomson 



[image: alt]"It is important that we fight. The stakes are high. Urbanisation has become like tobacco and fossil fuels. A lot has been written about the dark arts employed by the tobacco companies and their lobbyists, and the fossil fuel companies and their lobbyists, to muddy the waters and prevent the public from understanding the damage their products do to public health and to the environment.
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	Read more about About Planning Democracy - Speech by the Hon. Kelvin Thomson to Protectors of Public Lands AGM 19 November 2022

 



Port Phillip Conservation Council Newsletter October 2022


Mon, 2023-01-02 00:03 by admin 



[image: alt]The Port Phillip Conservation Council Newsletter is a fount of information on what is going on in and around Port Phillip Bay, where many of us live here in Melbourne and its suburbs.  The mainstream news sites, programs, and publications simply don't publish this kind of vital information anymore; instead they promote developer and political spin, much of which is designed to exploit the bay without consulting the citizens who live around it.
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	Read more about Port Phillip Conservation Council Newsletter October 2022

 



Planning Democracy Convenor’s Report No. 20, December 19, 2022


Sun, 2023-01-01 23:32 by Kelvin Thomson 



[image: alt]In this issue: VICTORIAN ELECTION FOLLOW-UP; HUME COUNCIL APPROVES FIVE STOREY DEVELOPMENT IN SUNBURY; RYMAN HEALTH 6 STOREY APPLICATION NOW BEFORE MOONEE VALLEY COUNCIL; CROWAG 2023 TREE COVER FORUM; CROYDON CONSERVATION SOCIETY UPDATE; GOOD NEWS 1.
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	Read more about Planning Democracy Convenor’s Report No. 20, December 19, 2022
	2 comments

 



Planning Democracy Convenor's Report No 19 – December 4, 2022


Sun, 2023-01-01 23:14 by Kelvin Thomson 



[image: alt]In this issue: VICTORIAN ELECTION; CLIFFORD HAYES NOT RE-ELECTED TO LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL; LESSONS FROM THE ELECTION FOR PLANNING DEMOCRACY; SPEECH TO PROTECTORS OF PUBLIC LANDS AGM; SPEECH TO NORTH EAST LINK RALLY; WIN OVER VICSMART CRAZINESS; MIAMI HOTEL WEST MELBOURNE – DEVELOPERS BEHAVING BADLY; RESIDENTS SAY IN PLANNING – MICHAEL BUXTON; RESIDENTS SAY IN PLANNING – CITY OF MELBOURNE CONSULTATION RULES; SAVE WESTERNPORT WOODLANDS; PROTECTING NATIONAL PARKS FROM OVERDEVELOP
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	Read more about Planning Democracy Convenor's Report No 19 – December 4, 2022

 



Speech to North-East Link/Lid the Link Action group 19 November 2022


Sun, 2023-01-01 22:49 by Kelvin Thomson 



[image: alt]John Menadue might be a bit before the time of some of you here, but he is very heavy duty. He was the Secretary of the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet – Australia’s top bureaucrat – during the Prime Ministership of both Gough Whitlam and Malcolm Fraser. Nowadays he writes a Public Policy Journal called Pearls and Irritations.
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	Read more about Speech to North-East Link/Lid the Link Action group 19 November 2022

 



Make your Parliament debate Assange's plight in 2023


Sun, 2023-01-01 22:32 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]At Woodford Folk Festival, 28 December 2022, Prime Minister Albanese spoke about how democracies all over the world are coming ‘under attack from a whole range of corrosive, insidious forces’ and that ‘no-one is immune’ (see Appendix 2 below). He also said that by next year there will be an indigenous voice in parliament.
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Banyule Funeral Speech by Ian Hundley


Sun, 2023-01-01 18:21 by Ian Hundley 



[image: alt]My name is Ian Hundley and I very much appreciate the opportunity to say a few words this morning. I campaign against the North East Link principally as a member of the Stop North East Link Alliance. As Greg and Kelvin have highlighted, canopy tree cover in Melbourne is in a critical state.  An urban forest with about 30% cover is central to offsetting the effects of climate change. The annualized loss of 1-1.5% in canopy cover that is now occurring is alarming.
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As COVID-19 infections rise again in Victoria, Premier Daniel Andrews restricts access to PCR tests?!


Sat, 2022-12-31 02:44 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]Doctor Monique Ryan, the independent MP for the Victorian federal seat of Kooyong, is critical of the Victorian state government's decision to restrict accesss to PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) tests.
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	Read more about As COVID-19 infections rise again in Victoria, Premier Daniel Andrews restricts access to PCR tests?!
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Dog shelter caring for hundreds of dogs in Donetsk appeals for your support


Fri, 2022-12-30 08:50 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]Donate via Paypal at [email protected]. Canadian journalist Eva Bartlett previously reported on Syria's ongoing resistance to the terrorist invasion which started in March 2011. (This war, sadly still continues in December 2022 as Syria remains the brunt of vicious sanctions at the hands of the US government and its allies.) Since March 2022, Eva has been reporting from the Donetsk region in what was the eastern region of Ukraine.
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	Read more about Dog shelter caring for hundreds of dogs in Donetsk appeals for your support

 



Australia: Former PM John Howard's book reveals drastic decline in democracy since Menzies


Thu, 2022-12-29 15:58 by Don Owers 



[image: alt]Former PM John Howard's latest book, The Menzies Era, is not as you might expect, an exercise in right wing propaganda, or at least not overtly, but an historical account which jolts the mind back to things forgotten or chronologically misplaced, due to the passage of time.
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Video & transcript: 161st Week, Julian Assange Sydney Town Hall Gatherings, 23/12/2022


Mon, 2022-12-26 11:22 by admin 
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	Read more about Video & transcript: 161st Week, Julian Assange Sydney Town Hall Gatherings, 23/12/2022

 



Would a peace settlement that kept Zelensky in power be in Ukraine’s interest?


Thu, 2022-12-15 04:35 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]Update, 9/2/23 : An evil man will burn his own nation to the ground to rule over ashes." As shown in the RTD (Russia Today Documentary channel) video embedded below, the Ukraini
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	Read more about Would a peace settlement that kept Zelensky in power be in Ukraine’s interest?
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Video: illegal sanctions taking Syrian lives and impeding reconstruction must cease


Tue, 2022-12-13 01:50 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]The theft of Syrian oil by US forces illegally occupying Syria, and the US-NATO backed destruction of infrastructure and economy, have left Syrians in extreme danger of dying from cold and starvation this winter. Before the war Syria, which is the seat of one of the earliest civilisations, had a healthy economy and was host to many refugees from neighboring states.
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	Read more about Video: illegal sanctions taking Syrian lives and impeding reconstruction must cease

 



Rate-capping forced to end due to lazy councils and lazy state government - article by Dean Hurleston of Ratepayers Victoria


Sat, 2022-12-10 17:45 by admin 
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	Read more about Rate-capping forced to end due to lazy councils and lazy state government - article by Dean Hurleston of Ratepayers Victoria

 



The Guardian could help Assange by retracting all the lies it published about him - Article by Caitlin Johnson


Sat, 2022-12-03 17:14 by admin 



[image: alt]Update 7/12/22: See also Pentagon Papers whistleblower reveals that he also committed the 'offence' for which Assange has been indicted.
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	Read more about The Guardian could help Assange by retracting all the lies it published about him - Article by Caitlin Johnson

 



Video: 157th Week, Julian Assange Sydney Town Hall Gatherings, 2022-11-25 & Danny Lim arrest


Fri, 2022-12-02 18:07 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt][image: alt]Every Friday at Sydney Town Hall, this group continues to stand up for Julian Assange. Stirring speeches about Australia's whistleblowers and Australia's involvement in war-crimes, Albanese's failure towards Assange, our crocodile tears for the prisoners of other regimes, but not for Julian Assange.
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	Read more about Video: 157th Week, Julian Assange Sydney Town Hall Gatherings, 2022-11-25 & Danny Lim arrest

 



Video from Parliament: "Will the government intervene to bring Mr Assange home?" - Dr. Monique Ryan


Thu, 2022-12-01 02:58 by admin 



[image: alt][image: alt]As the embedded YouTube video below shows, yesterday, on 30 November 2022, in the House of Representatives, during question time , Dr Monique Ryan, the independent member for the north-eastern Melbourne metropolition seat of Kooyong, pointed out to Prime Minister Anthony Albanese that only political intervention will free Julian Assange.
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	Read more about Video from Parliament: "Will the government intervene to bring Mr Assange home?" - Dr. Monique Ryan
	2 comments

 



How, with your help, we can free Julian Assange


Mon, 2022-11-28 04:23 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]There are two critical facts which, to me, don't seem to have been taken into account by many of those, both here and overseas, who are fighting for Julian Assange's freedom. Had these facts been understood and then acted upon, I believe that Julian Assange would be free today or, at worst, our prospects of freeing him in the near future would be much greater than what is now the case.
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	Read more about How, with your help, we can free Julian Assange

 



Your Parliament won’t allow 39 members, who support Julian Assange, to speak - Why?


Sun, 2022-11-27 11:57 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt][image: alt]Next week, both the House and the Senate are sitting. We must demand that, this time, its gag on discussion about Julian Assange be lifted.
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	Read more about Your Parliament won’t allow 39 members, who support Julian Assange, to speak - Why?
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Fight Parliament's gag on discussion about Julian Assange - an Open Letter to the Julian Assange Support Group


Thu, 2022-11-24 02:40 by James Sinnamon 



	[image: ]	
Update, 5pm Thu 24/11/22: Except for an automatically-generated response from Helen Haines MP, I have received no response from any one of the 11 representatives I emailed very early this morning. Later today, I will, likewise, email another 22.

I am writing to each one of you in the Bring Julian Assange Home Parliamentary Support Group to ask you to try, as hard as you are able, to use your voice and your vote to support Julian Assange in Parliament during this current sitting which ends, in the Senate, next Friday 2 December and, in the House, next Thursday 1 December.

	[image: ]
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	Read more about Fight Parliament's gag on discussion about Julian Assange - an Open Letter to the Julian Assange Support Group

 



Video: Dr McInnes Climate change and the coast: evidence, projections & responses, 2022


Mon, 2022-11-21 19:02 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt]Dr. Kathy McInnes addresses Port Phillip Conservation Council in Victoria, Australia.
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	Read more about Video: Dr McInnes Climate change and the coast: evidence, projections & responses, 2022

 



Video: Baby Orangutan in birdcage rescued after mother reportedly shot


Mon, 2022-11-21 18:01 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt]From The Orangutan Project: On Wednesday 9 November members of the Natural Resources Conservation Agency (BKSDA) in East Kalimantan rescued a tiny baby orangutan from East Kutai district in East Kalimantan. They handed the infant over to the Bornean Orangutan Rescue Alliance (BORA) so she could receive urgent medical care in the BORA Rescue and Rehabilitation Centre.
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	Read more about Video: Baby Orangutan in birdcage rescued after mother reportedly shot

 



New industrial law bill may cut down on mass import of cheap workers, if passed


Mon, 2022-11-21 17:53 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt]After John Howard followed up on the Kennett-led destruction of state awards, with his Corporations and Work Choices legislation,[1] the floodgates were opened for mass import of cheap labour.  Before that, it simply did not pay to import cheap labour to Australia, because it was too hard for employers to escape the enforcement of industry awards at State, and, to a lesser extent, Federal level.  It was for this reason that Australia had, 'til then, escaped the widespread scourg
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	Read more about New industrial law bill may cut down on mass import of cheap workers, if passed
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Fair Work Act Legislation Amendment Summary


Mon, 2022-11-21 17:25 by Sheila Newman 



Summary From https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_Legislation/Bills_Search_Results/Result?bId=r6941.  We have only changed the layout here, to make the contents easier to read.

The Fair Work Legislation Amendment (Secure Jobs, Better Pay) Bill 2022 summary states it:

Amends the:
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	Read more about Fair Work Act Legislation Amendment Summary

 



Major Parties voted against political donation reform - Clifford Hayes MP, Sustainable Australia Party


Mon, 2022-11-21 15:45 by Sheila Newman 



Labor and Liberal MPs [image: alt]voted to quash a Motion by Clifford Hayes to clean up political donations in Victoria, proving their dependency on the flimsy and corrupt status quo. The Motion was defeated in the Legislative Council in May.

Sustainable Australia MP Clifford Hayes commented,

“Once again, the major parties have shown their true colours and proven they are totally dependent on Victoria’s flimsy and corrupt political donation regime.”
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	Read more about Major Parties voted against political donation reform - Clifford Hayes MP, Sustainable Australia Party

 



Debunking Premier Andrews' erroneous claim on Australian Dream


Mon, 2022-11-21 15:39 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt][image: alt]The following is an excerpt from the Guardian, 14/03/2022, pertaining to Premier Daniel Andrews. Andrews also suggested the “great Australian dream” of owning a home was less important to younger generations, especially given the increasing cost of property – the median price of a home in Melbourne is now $1.1m.
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	Read more about Debunking Premier Andrews' erroneous claim on Australian Dream

 



Vic Gov majority Committee suppressed inquiry into Victoria's Planning System - Clifford Hayes, Sustainable Australia Party


Mon, 2022-11-21 15:31 by admin 



[image: alt]It is extremely frustrating and disappointing that the Government has used its numbers on the Committee to suppress this crucial inquiry into Victoria’s planning system and conveniently palm off embarrassing hearings until after the state election. It is obvious that this Government doesn’t want any verbal evidence, which would be heard by the press, presented to the inquiry in an election year because the evidence given will be a dire indictment on their leadership.
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	Read more about Vic Gov majority Committee suppressed inquiry into Victoria's Planning System - Clifford Hayes, Sustainable Australia Party

 



Charting our own course for peace and security in our region to avoid disastrous war


Mon, 2022-11-21 09:21 by Sheila Newman 



	Landmark new report calls for Australia to ‘stand on our own two feet’ and ‘chart our own course’ in foreign policy
	The preparation for war is all too evident but we must instead work urgently for peace
	IPAN National Conference and Inquiry Report Launch, 22-24th November, 2022 in Canberra
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	Read more about Charting our own course for peace and security in our region to avoid disastrous war

 



Planning Democracy Convenor's Report No.18, November 8, 2022


Wed, 2022-11-16 07:56 by Kelvin Thomson 



[image: alt]
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	Read more about Planning Democracy Convenor's Report No.18, November 8, 2022
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Revealed: the cruel reality of the mass killing of dingoes by Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews


Tue, 2022-11-15 12:38 by admin 



[image: Delilah the dingo]Wildlife advocacy initiative Defend the Wild has called on the Andrews Government to halt the killing of Victoria’s threatened dingoes after harrowing footage of dingoes being trapped and shot obtained by the group was revealed on the ABC’s 7.30 Report la
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	Read more about Revealed: the cruel reality of the mass killing of dingoes by Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews
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